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Q-DEFORMED INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM 
3."Hruby 
Department of Mathematics,P.O.B.21/SS, 
170 34 PRAHA 7,Czech Republic 
Starting from the physical point of view on the Miura 
transformation as reflectionless potential and its connec-
tion with supersymmetry we defined scaling q-deformation 
of this to obtain q-deformed super/symmetric quantum mecha-
nics (SSQM) and application for solution an inverse prob-
lem is shown. 
In this paper we present an interesting application of 
quantum group theory and q-deformed systems which have fo-
und interest in such diverse areas of mathematics and theo-
retical physics as knot theory and topology,conformal field 
theory,statistical QM and integrable models [jim90j. 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be 
submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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Integrable models represented by nonlinear evolution 
equations with their symmetries play for us the crucial ro-
le to obtain q-deformed object, especially the Miura trans-
formation, which will play the main role in obtaining the 
q-deformed SSQM and factorization. 
Knowing the role that symmetries play in physics it is 
natural to deform a real physical system, as for example a 
physical solution of nonlinear evolution eq. as a soliton 
or a potential. 
In this spirit let us concern our attention on the well 
known integrable models described by the KdV and MKdV eqs. 
[CD82^, where the solitonic solution also plays the role of 
potential. 
Let us write the KdV eq. in the form 
V+fr - 6 WW* + Wxxx • 0 . ( 1 ) 
where V+ * /J/* + flft , fix = AT (X.t) . ^ - jjf./V,.*^. <-> 
corresponds to the Miura transformation coupling KdV with 
MKdV, which has the form 
ASt - lo Ar\ + AfkXX -» 0 . (3) 
The MKdV eq. (3) is invariant under the transformation 
AT -» ~/tT (4) 
From the symmetry of MKdV under (4) follows 
V + -* VI - AT
1 - AT, , (5) 
which is also the solution of KdV eq. 
V.*- 6V.V..+ VI „ „ • 0 . («) 
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Suppose now to interpret the Miura transformation as a 
transformation which defines a function v in terms of the 
V +(V„). 
Then v is a solution of Riccati's eq. and through eq. 
v =T*/UJ one is led "to consider as associated to the KdV 
eq. (1), the Schrbdinger eq. 
qjxx - V+4.r - 0 
with a potential V + that satisfies (1). 
From physical point of view on V^ as the potentials we 
can choose the q-deformation of V+ as the q-scaling defor-
mation or if we look on V j as the soliton solution of KdV, 
as the s-shift deformation. At first we shall study the q-
scaling deformation, which is physically interesting. 
The Riccati eq, 1/+ - /IT + flfy » ff 
has the solution AT * V M^YX ( V« = k* | AT - -fA*fx ) . 
General q-scaling deformation operator can be defined 
on the continnous functions 
D<jrtr(x) ' Ar(<yx) , 
D./fr.U) Arx{x) * [D^^^lD,^)] (7) 
1 0 fit * d- £ n ' 
. <f(hc ^ cCk H j 
with the group properties 
°,,%--w , y f ,D<*4-
So the solution of Riccati"s eq. 
(fO^i ' <fl«r*(yx) + cj^riyx) - ¥ (a) 
has the self-similar form 
Cf/<r(<fx) * fthfx -*? Artx)~ yjtkyjx. 
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Using s e l f - s i m i l a r i t y we get 
f - W • <rty*tf V ' ; ^ * • (9) 
where fl^ -. b^ArU) = /tr(<|*j r Cf'4/fr(X) . 
The same is valid for V_ when 
<y -» ĉ "4 . /trc>t) -» - c f W i y * ) . 
So we define the q-deformed Miura transformations 
v •;?"; • *V-' i< - L. , 
is a real number q * 0/ ' 1 y * 
T v 7 V 
(10) 
( 1 1 ) 
where q 
Under the transformation (4) GfV^ *~* tyY. because 
qVv =* /ir
1 + /trx 
< > % • AT* - / ^ . 
From (11) follows 
* - . ? f r * f Kr , (i2) 
In the theory of the spectral transforms and solitons 
[CD823 there is shown that the Schrbdinger factorization 
is equivalent to the Miura transformation. 
The intimate connection between the Miura transformation 
and supersymmetric "square root" was established and the 
method for obtaining the superpartner potential in SSQM 
was discussed in connection with nonlinear eqs. and ref-
lectionless potentials |Hru89,Bag89J. 
In ,this direction we can speculate how to obtain q-de-
formed SSQM on the backround of physical motivation. 
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It is well known that the one soliton solution of the KdV 
eq. (1) has the form 
K(Xit).-^4«xҷ-4ř--;. 
where L is the constant and V + represents a reflectionless 
potential (for more details see [Hru89J ). 
Let we suppose V~£ like the KdV solutions,as q-deformed 
potentials in the sub-Hamiltonians r^4by the following way 
ri 
ib- ^4 th 
where 
v » <t « . i f if - . . , (15, 
ro'S.)'H«,n-(
A^Av)-i^^^) 
The q-deformed SSQM Hamiltonian and corresponding facto-
rization have the form /A+A rt \ /n *•_ \ 
and q-deformed supercharges are 
Q,'(X,°o) , tf- (ffi.;»' 
definition (15) we can see 
A lAr = fM+A i AtAt * ?AA* • (18: 
From 
_ + _, _. J. 
We can then define the commutator between q-deformed 
objects .as q-commutator 
and analogously q-anticommutator 
tB,+ ,8,} • {B'.B}..,«_*-.-»', f f ^ j y f6,^.. 
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-deformed version 
(19) 
The operators Qa.Qa, H_. satisfy the q-d 
of SSQM algebra: / Q * ()} . H 
{Q.QVtQ'.QV0 ,lH-Q\'tQ*,Hlf0-
In the SSQM we know the form of factorization operators 
A • j p t y * ^ ) , A + - 4 ( f -v-V) . 
The question is how to define factorization operators 
A0> A--, so as to respect (18). 
1 7 
From physical point of view on V+ as the reflectionless 
potentials we have chosen q-deformation (10) as the q-sca-
ling deformation. 
For obtaining the Hermitian conjugate of 0 we use the 
7 
Hilbert space of functions where for scalar product one has 
<(,-(>*£-. ( (tjcxl.ijiff*) = D^ifMl-.tfyflzD'fWrfM) 
and Dq can be found 
o ; . <fpr , (/>;r. o . <
2°> 
We can define q-scalinq deformed factorization 
respecting (18),because after little algebra using relati-
ons (7,20,21) we can get 
AJA, - i f lK ' - r - ' * . ) - f'M '<(%•• 
A i A i " »t (f1 * ?"V(t',<'" ?"*• ff* ̂  y *V 1 * 
- »S • i f V ff-** •-> - f*-VH- •. <»> 
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So starting from the q-scaling deformation of the Miura 
transformation and the connection between N-soliton soluti-
ons of KdV, SSQM and reflectionless potentials we have ob-
tained q-deformed SSQM in correspondence with V.Spiridonov 
[Spi921[. 
We can see directly that the spectra of Ĥ -j sub-Hamilto-
nians are related via the q - scaling what can be seen 
by the following way: 
Let H-^ *ft - £r_ Ift . A y + - f, . A ^ . - lfJf , 
then A ^ l f , - A 5+lf i - tyLf*. , 
but A \r\y ipt » of A A
+A if t - <f*H,.f '- ^ ty if. 
so C ^ * CL £&- and.possible exception concerns only the 
lowest level as in SSQM. 
From SSQM let us suppose [HruB9] 
V . - /IT1- ATK - \l
% ( 2 4 ) 
what is a very simple Riccati eq.,whose solution is given 
by substitution AT * "* u0kW(Jy -Here W is the solution of 
the zero-energy Schrbdinger eq. 
yu - v.fp. - f . „ - ir» f. = o «« 
The superpar tner to V_ i s V • and 
V+*/rlivx*V. + '2<r< - J£ ~ T?M°L
tj$z • 
Now if we denote the superpartner potentials 
;hen 
- i f * (Ufi.(e,--&))„. 
and 
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Using the results from SSQM we can construct the symmet-
ric reflectionless 0*^*^ j 4=42... ,W and for arbitrary 
j we may assume ^It-i **^ "to b e known and define ATj by 
Then the superpartner has the form 
/).-(*) -- « f t /tr.A - ^ 
and this procedure is invariant under the self-similarity 
transformation: ATj z, oS AT(Q}X) . 
The crucial point for the construction of the whole chain 
of the corresponding supersymmetric Hamiltonians Hv- r (u *«iv) 
is that the superpartner can be expressed via the eigen-
function construction of the corresponding Hamiltonian as 
we can see from the following: 
H+ * A
+A - H..+ [A+,A] - H. * Iv, - H. - I f A^)tt.(2«a) 
For the q-scaling deformation we have 
V V [ M Y V * iA>V" VV kM^"" 
Using the results from SSQM fHru89J we can demonstrate 
that for the q-SSQM the symmetric reflectionless potentials 
has the form 
>v" *r^> * '1i^UcUtD^'> ,»7) 
where the elements of the matrix Uy are given by 
It corresponds to the reparametrization ${***¥$£• 
This results can be generalized for A . -^ Qr flv f o r t h e 
U(N)-vector non-linear Schrodinger eq., factorization and 
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the relationv with SSQM using the results in ref.[Hru89] . 
These formulas in this reference coincide with formulas 
in the work[Spi92j ,when we take the ansatz: 
An (xt « ci'/trf ̂ x ) ( 4'r 4,2 . . . oo . 
Physically realy the q-scaling deformation CL correspon-
ds t n *~ LL fa ~ 4 ir D~ >i-e. q" - scaling deformation 
7 7 ' ' CW~ ? 
of the energy what is nothing new.But via the connection 
SSQM with reflectionless potentials q-scaling deformation 
is equivalent to the reparametrization tt{ -> Q jf%- in this po-
tential and it is physically interesting,because any solvab-
le discrete spectrum problem can be represented via the 
chain of these potential. 
The KdV eq. is invariant under the Galilean transformati-
on [CDB2]: X ' * V - Q At 
t1 = t (29) 
v; . v t • A 
From the physical point of view on Vj. as the solitonic 
solution we have the travelling wave property 
Vtlx-Ut) :-j>(,A*e4
l(flA(x-(Attxj). (30) 
For A * Y "the q-scaling deformation is equivalent to 
the * -> Q> and . A* * QV . 
But if one chooses the deformation as the shift operator 
Sq: S-YfW-Yklx-tAf) , where S z £*p (-(A^t £ ) 
evidently such deformation does not change the spectrum of 
Va. and we obtain ordinary isospectral Hamiltonians in SSQM. 
So from the Galilean invariance of KdV the S - shift 
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deformation gives physically the old results. 
The role of SSQM is well known in the connection between 
the conserved quantities of the KdV eq. and SG eq.where the 
spectral problem for SG is a problem of factorization of 
KdV spectral problem (or SSQM "square root") [~3ag89J. 
The factorization is important also in the case of q-de-
formation of Backlund transformation for SG eq. [CD82j. 
Let SG eq. has the form 
9+9. <{ * ACvctf , (3D 
where d + « -- V+"= - ^ ( s c * t )
 a n d l e _ t i - t h a s ^o 
independent solutions 
I * f'<* + 1* . (32) 
(7 * cf1AA - QrlT 
and we shall study the eqs. 
Of 9. A - Q' &*- <?V 
Q( ^
f
 Ar * <f fit^ Cb*AA. 
The following relations are valid 
d + «9. a'̂ /U = ̂ (iaoi^t^r).- Ctx.t-w-/o..va*V . (34) 
9+ft. ( < f V * . e j , i r ) . . ^ ( c ^ u 4 cp.)z ( 3 5 a ) 
Co> <pr *u» j% + Co* cj.-J, ^ ^ ^ 
clc5+ (cj'V ~(fv) * ^tU (Vl - a*) * ( 3 5 b ) 
and 
-*, - -« 
(33) 
OtЛOlГ /Ot*vO/(A — COOO M- AЊQrlr . 
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After derivation the eq. (35a) with CL-*̂  and 0„ 
we obtain 
CJ"' fltu O M a, £«;„.. CW * 
and the same for (35b). 
But from (32) 
fa - — 
and so we get 
a.(f!ul * i f l ( T + fJJ" t ^ f ' (37) 
The relation (37) is q-deformed Backlund transformation. 
This result exactly corresponds to the known result 
for the Backlund transformation when 
A a * Q,~ fa -* /A , 
For sinh-Gordon eq. the procedure is the same only in 
the relation (36) (i.e. analog of the Schrodinger eq.) 
we get +1 (i.e. analog of the spectral parameter). 
This deep coincidence between results from nonlinear 
evolution eq. and SSQM (factorization,Miura transformation, 
Backlund transf.,Darboux transf.) also iri the case of q-de-
formation gives to speculate about the q-deformed inverse 
scattering problem. 
Generally it can give the connection between q-analysis 
deformation and quantum algebras and the following physical 
application for the q-deformed inverse scattering problem: 
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Let l C^ J is the spectrum of the unknown potential 
C • &ffj and 
where / A is a general deformation D of the analytical 
function f,which maps the spectrum E^ of the analytical 
/K " 
Then the unknown potential has the form Jtr% (4?N) 
The role of the q-deformed transformations of the nonli-
near evolution eqs. is crucial in such application. 
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